22nd Annual UB Engineering Scholarship Awards

Each year the UB Engineering community comes together to honor student excellence and achievement. Award winners are pictured with faculty members and some of the donors who made the scholarships possible. We wish to thank all our generous donors for their support. Photos by Nancy Park-L.

American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award
Outstanding Senior Award: Stacy Puntikala, CSE; Outstanding Junior Award: Kristin Brown, CSE

Joseph and Adele Auguryn Memorial Book Award
Linda Madonia, donor; David Manchester, MAE; Michael Madonia, donor and director, Engineering Development

Civil, Structural and Environmental Engineering Chair's Recognition Awards
Jeffrey Gardiner, CSEE; CSEE chair; A. Scott Weber; not pictured: Michael Pollina, CSEE

Matthew Grappone Book Award
Andrew Ganta, EE; Jeff Gardiner, CSEE; not pictured: John Coles, IS; Christopher Witkin, CSEE

Matthew Grappone Memorial Scholarship
Steven Pletch, CSEE

UB Engineering Graduate School Ambassador Award
Adam Halstead, EE; Priyadarshini Parmanath, IS; Rajan Bhatt, associate dean for graduate education; Ashish Goel, MAE; Hongbo Wang, CSEE; not pictured: Michael Andria, MAE; Swathi Sundaraj, CSEE; Hongyl Deng, CEE; Naga Kalani, CSE; Abhijeet Kashyap, CSE; Dong Xiong Kim, CSE; Priyadarshini Malwani, EE; Frank Mufali, IS; Mehdiar Nosravani, IS; Tom Rosch, CEE; Lei Shi, CSEE; Indrajit Singh, CSEE; Zhandan Xua, MAE

American Society of Civil Engineers Award
Julian Snyder Endowment Fund Scholarship
John Danzer, donor group; Greg Nelson, CSEE

American Society of Civil Engineers Student of the Year Award
Kenneth M. Wojtkowiak P.E., donor group; Nadine Roberts, CSEE

Babcock and Wilcox Scholarship
Jennifer Zimheld, lecturer; Udi Dr. Antaa, EE; not pictured: William Cuthbert, EE

D. Richard Ferguson Memorial Scholarship
Jennifer Zimheld, lecturer; EE; Garvan Chaynuchaya, EE; Effie and Donald Ferguson, donors

Both Chasire Moran Award
Sueanne Duany, CSEE

Robert H. and Catherine H. Goldsmith Fellowship
David Keller, CSEE; not pictured: Charles Ghart, CSEE; Adam Reavez, CSEE

Robert R. Albinelli Award
John van Rees, associate dean of undergraduate education; Josh Hancock, CSE; A. Scott Weber, chair of CSE; not pictured: Jungsoo Oh, CSEE

Joan G. Bennett Memorial Scholarship
Adam Kraus, EE; Brianna Clark, EE; Jason Clerci, EE

Harry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Jeff Grington, associate professor, CSE; Andrew S. Falush, CSE

IE Senior of the Year and Thomas Kawanan Industrial Engineering Undergraduate Scholarship
Gabriel Abella, IS

Robert R. Kleinholzndt Memorial Award
Michael DiNazzo, EE

E. W. Rammer Award
Gregory Dull, CSEE
Presidential Fellowships
Sandipan Kundu, EE; Rajan Batta, associate dean for graduate education; Cline D'Souza, ISE; not pictured: Michael Andrie, MAE; Jonathan Rora, CSE; Philip Cormier, MAE; Chin Giau Lim, CSE; Tien Nguyen, CSE; Xiang Yu, CSE

Felix Semler Scholarship
Mary Gamble, donor; Rachel Styn, EE; Chloe Styn; Kenneth Dawley, MAE; Rosemary Tiefert, donor

R. R. Shaw Award
Laura Przybylski, CSEE

Virginia Engineering and Architecture Minority Scholarship
Erianna Clark, EE

Senior Scholar Awards
Front row: Zachary Lochner, EE; Nadine Roberts, CSEE; Stephen Pfrang, CSE; Back row: Zakery Carr, MAE; Alex Solway, CSE; Soyab Kapadia, EE; not pictured: Christopher Wirth, CSE

Silent Holst and Crane Materials Handling Prize
Front row: Kelly Nissedal, ISE; Robert Barnes, associate dean for external affairs; Katie Kotarski, ISE; Back row: Gabriel Abdella, ISE; Simone Appelt, ISE; Andrew Widdoppa, ISE; not pictured: Jonathan Janikowski, ISE; Jason Kaczmarz, ISE; Jennifer Koscik, ISE

Irving H. Shames Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award
David Kellner, CSEE; A. Scott Weber, CSEE chair; Daniel Schwartz, CSEE; Not pictured: Charles Eldred, CSEE; Adam Reavello, CSEE

Lawrence and Amanda Megan Scholarship
Andrew Lance, CSEE

Also Scholarships Awarded but Students Not Present
CSK Transportation Scholarship
Joseph Markle Dinner Memorial #4 Scholarship
Andrew Laymonmark, MAE
Hoog Graduate Fellowship
Dung Quoc Vo, EE; Erich Devendorf, MAE; Andrew Sturz, MAE
Schomburg Fellowship
 Tomas Andino, CSEE; Michael Williams, CSEE
Xianco/SHPE Scholarship Award
Maribai Lanfranco, EE